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WB Power Services (WBPS) was first established in 1983 and since then we have grown significantly in size 
and service capability. Today, we provide critical power services to some of the UK’s most important busi-
nesses and organisations, ensuring essential services are protected. We proud to retain our family values on 
a national scale as we strive to be the biggest and the best power generation company in the UK.

ROYAL GWENT HOSPITAL, 
NEWPORT
The Royal Gwent Hospital is a district general
hospital in the city of Newport. It is managed by
the Aneurin Bevan University Health Board.

WB Power Services were appointed to supply,
install, test and commission four new 650kVA
Kohler / SDMO generators for Royal Gwent
Hospital, supplying back-up power to existing
and new facilities within the hospital. 
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4x 650kVA Kohler-SDMO prime
rated generators were installed 
on-sitee.
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OVERVIEW
WB Power Services were appointed to scope, supply,
install and commission four new generator for Royal
Gwent Hospital. Included in the package was also fuel
distribution, switchgear upgrades, control system and
control cable installations.

PROJECT BRIEF
WB Power Services have supplied, installed,
tested and commissioned four new 650kVA
Kohler / SDMO generators for Royal Gwent
Hospital, supplying back-up power to existing
and new facilities within the hospital. The
generators are housed in close fit factory built
enclosures that were engineered to fit within a
newly created but very compact compound
area.

SOLUTION & RESULT
The generating sets were supplied with the advanced
Kohler / SDMO APM802 control system which
ensured that all of the sets were synchronised and
online well within the 15 second requirements of
HTM 06.

The installation package provided by WB Power
Services included a difficult off load and positioning
process, a new fuel distribution system connected
to the existing bulk tank as well as upgrades to
the switchgear and installation of all necessary
interconnecting power and control cables.

The 4 x 650kVA prime rated Kohler- SDMO
generating sets, which use the highly regarded Volvo
engines, underwent rigorous load testing at our
headquarters prior to delivery to site.
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